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MARINE DOCKMASTER

This is technical work in docking, rigging, hauling, transferring, and undocking vessels at the marine
maintenance facility of the Ferry Division. Employee plans and oversees the dry-docking of vessels
using a ship Sychrolift. Work includes reviewing the docking plans for technical adequacy, checking the
hull contours and structural members of a vessel to determine and ensure the proper placement of
lifting blocks, and being completely responsible for a vessel during the entire operation. Employee
maintains the shiplift, transfer carriages, and vessels cradles; and operates a crane, forklift, loader, and
other heavy equipment. Employee may also supervise skilled riggers who handle, remove, install and
align heavy shipboard equipment. Employee reports to the Marine Shipyard Superintendent and is
reviewed through personal discussions and the maintenance of a safe and efficient hauling and dry-
docking schedule. Work may include other duties as assigned.

DIFFICULTY OF WORK:
Complexity - Employee operates shiplift which transfers vessels from the water, to rails, to work
platens, and back to the water when work is complete. This includes planning and supervising the
installation and arrangement of blocks and transfer cradles to safely lift vessel and protect the
Sychrolift, inspecting the bottom of the vessel to ensure the proper fit of all blocks and that all
underwater appendages are in conformance with docking plans, and securing the vessel while it is on a
work platen. Employee also checks track alignment for proper tolerance, maintains the shiplift transfer
carriages, vessel cradles; and the mechanical, electrical and structural systems in the Sychrolift. When
undocking a vessel above the seachest strainer, employee will stop shiplift and supervise the
inspection of the underwater body to check for voids and piping leaks.

Guidelines - Guidelines are generally detailed and specific and include vessel blueprints and docking
plans, and manufacturers' manuals for the Sychrolift and other equipment. Employee makes revisions
and corrections in vessel blueprints and docking plans to reflect changes made as necessary.

Accountability - Employee is responsible for developing the blocking configuration for each vessel,
operating and maintaining the shiplift, transferring the vessel to the rails and work plates, unlocking
procedures, and all related safety practices. During these operations, employee is in charge of the
vessel and responsible for it, similar to a captain.

Consequences of Action - Errors in the blocking configuration of a vessel could cause structural
damage to the vessel, shiplift, or both; and could result in the vessel resting on an uneven keel during
repairs. Improper maintenance of the shiplift and transfer cradles, or using the lift outside its
capabilities, or not securing the vessel properly to the work platen, could also cause structural damage
to both the shiplift and vessel. These operations, as well as errors in supervising personnel handling the
lines on the vessel and dock, could possibly also cause personal injury and loss of life.

Review - Employee functions with a great deal of technical independence in all responsibilities relative
to use of the shiplift and moving vessels while in the yard. The work is evaluated primarily through
observation of operation. Other responsibilities are primarily reviewed upon completion.

III. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS:

Subject Matter - Employee has contact primarily with other Ferry Division personnel in the shipyard.
The information being exchanged is readily understood and accepted as normal shipyard docking and
undocking instructions.
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Purpose - Contact is made with other personnel in a supervisory relationship for the purpose of
directing the docking and undocking operation. Employee will also substitute for supervisor and will
oversee shipyard operations.

IV. WORK ENVIRONMENT:

Nature of Working Conditions - Work is performed at a marine maintenance facility where the employee
is exposed to dust, noise, fumes, odors, vibrations, flames, glare, sparks, grease, cutting tools, moving
machinery, hot liquids, chemical substances, inclement weather, temperature extremes, and other
health hazards.

Nature and Potential of Personal Hazards - Employee is subject to the normally occurring shipyard
hazards. Some additional exposure is present when employee is checking hull bottoms and operating
heavy equipment.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities - Considerable knowledge of the structure of vessels, stress points,
load factors, cradle positioning, and blocking of vessels. Considerable knowledge of vessel stability
calculations and docking plan development. Considerable knowledge of rigging and aligning heavy
equipment. Considerable knowledge of the safety requirements of rigging heavy equipment and of state
OSHA regulations. Considerable knowledge of the Sychrolift's capabilities, and the associated
mechanical, electrical, and structural systems. General knowledge of the shipbuilding trades and of
shipyard maintenance requirements. Ability to plan, organize and supervise the work of skilled
employees. General skill in the operation of heavy equipment.

Minimum Education and Experience - Graduation from high school and three years of experience in a
ship repair facility with concentration on blocking, cradling and docking of vessels and the operation of
vessel lifting equipment; or an equivalent combination of education and experience.


